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by B.B. Balzer, A.E. Savage, and R.C. Stark.

We also want to thark two webers of the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration for their assistance in this project. July Z . ade
served as Mager of the Centers for Transit Research and Management
Development Program, thich provided folding fur this project. Ed 'Maas
provided giidance and assistance as Technical wbnitor for this project.
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INTRODIETION

The transit industry has been in a state of financial crisis for
several years and there is still no relief in sight Decreasing sourcesof financial support, increasing costs, shifting goverrmental roles, and
changing regulatory requirements are creating pressures on transit mana-gement to reassess existing assumptions and seek internal economics.
Above all, this complex environment creates the critical need for sound
financial manegement principles. Although financial nunagement is fre-quently confused with accounting, it is far more than a means fortracking money flow. it its heart lies the allocation and managementof an or financial, human, and physical resources: it thiscreates a basic frasewodc for managerial decision mikirg. Ultimatelyevery decision a transit manager makes has financial implications.

In response to this problem, the Institute for Urban
Transportation/Center for Transit Research and Management Development atIndiana University (IUT) developed a ten day training course called
"Financial tiinagement for Itansit." Since 1982, this course has beenoffered twice each year to financial naingers from transit systems fromall over the United States. Instnsctors for the course have been
selected fran experts in the transit industry and from faculty membersof the Indiana University School of Business who hare borrowed the proventechniques from private industry and adapted then for use in the ptblicsector.

This handbook developed as a logical outgrowth of the "Financial
Management for Transit" training course. IUT staff members used thetraining course notebooks as a base, along with other available s tullesand documents. Wan this material we developed a handbodc which
addresses nary of the fundamental financial management issues that thetransit industry faces. Bich of the ten chapters addresses a separatefinancial topic and can be used by itself for a specific use, or thechapters can be used in conjunction to provide a comprehensive approach
towards financial management. Despite the variety of topics, this hand-book is not intended to encaipass all of the financial management issues
of the transit in: betty; nor can it completely cover any of the topicsthat are included. this handbodc is merely intended to be a primer for
transit managers that hare not had the opportunity for a fomel finan-cial education, either through college classes, professional development
program, or through extensive on-the-job experience. lib hope that someof the ideas presented in this hardbo& will be beneficial even to those
financial onagers who have had fousal training and experience.
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CHAPTER ONE

FINANCIAL PLANNING TECHNIQLES FOR TRANSIT

Introduction

Financial planning in transit has always been important. Wan the
very earliest private enterprise days of the incbstry to the pre-
sent days of public amership, there has been an obvious need to gatge
carefully the resources needed for carrying out operations and to sake
the necessary capital investments to the transit property.

Financial planning is even more important in times when money is
scarce. Minagement effort is always directed toward the scarce
rescArce, when labor is short, the management of personnel function
becomes an important factor. lath mounting concern over fiscal problems
in transit, management attention should be increasingly directed testa rd
financial planning. that should be and what actually is are often pm
very different things; the financial planning that prudence and good
management demand is often missing in transit, replaced by fiddling with
budgets and cos t-cuttirg programs that are simple reactions rather than
carefully crafted events.

Financial planning is more difficult and more necessary at present
became of the nary financial uncertainties facing transit. Wile
uncertainty is no stranger to the transit incitstry, it has taken on a
new dimension. Fran a financial viewpoint, the federal aid progran,
begun in 1961, had contitual* expanded the amber of programs and the
federal funds available; for new years the trend was steadily upward.
Since 1981 the level of federal support has actually diminished and
the missive federal deficit stggests that this decline nay contitue intothe future.

Local and state support of transit is another uncertainty. In
recent decades, there hare been stbs tantial increases in state and local
support for transit operations, capital, planning, and other programs- -
usually catching a federal grant--ha this support tends to fluctuate
with the condition of the econany. In bed economic tines, when transit
ridership and fare receipts usually fall, it is difficult for state and
local goverment to provide additional finds for transit. Add local
political conflicts between city and suburb, risitg costs of labor and
supplies, and citizen tax revolt, and the financial situation in transit

16
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